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For many years, I belonged to a reading group who explored different angles of diversity in
literature; Michelangelo's poetry was one of the books we used, as it gave us the opportunity to
explore different aspects at the same time. How would someone whose creative genius in some
media (painting, sculpture, architecture) made him an immortal in history translate onto the written
page? Would Michelangelo's sexual orientation, always a topic of debate based upon various
images in paint and stone, as well as personal stories and correspondence, be more observable, or
more obscured by his poetry?Gilbert presents a very good volume of Michelangelo's poetry coupled with selected letters, this gives a good insight into the spirit of Michelangelo beyond the
visual artistic productions. The poems are translated into verse form, not a choppy word-for-word
translation, and there are notes that are helpful without being distracting.Gilbert begins with a brief
biographical essay, exploring Michelangelo's artistry and relationships - so far as his poetry is
concerned, he was not widely published in his lifetime, but did have some poems circulated, and
sought the critical analysis and advice of other respected literary figures of the day. Michelangelo's
poetry was known well enough to become the subject of composition (Bartolommeo Tromboncino
set one poem to music) and general reference (Benedetto Varchi, when lecturing on artistic theory,

used Michelangelo's poetry as examples).Michelangelo's grand-nephew, in publishing the poems in
1623, changed phrases and pronouns to make the poems conform to standard conventions - men
would not be writing love poems to men, etc., and this change continued into the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries unquestioned.
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